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ARTICLES
Abshire, Jean. ANorthern Ireland=s Politics in Paint, Peace Review, 15:2, 149-161.


Bailey, Kevin Sue. ASenior Trip, Indiana University Southeast Writing Project Anthology New Albany, Indiana: IUSWP (Summer 2003).


Earley, Samantha.AWriting from the Center or the Margins? Olaudah Equiano=s Writing Life Re-Assessed, African Studies Review. 46.3 (December 2003): 1-16.


Herdoiza-Estevez, Magdalena. AOvercoming monologues: reflections on multicultural perspectives@, in Palabra de Mujer / Mujer de Palabra, Casa de la Cultura Ecuatoriana (December 2003).

Hollenbeck, James. AUsing a Constructivist Strategy and STS Methodology to Teach Science with the Humanities@. (2003) ERIC_NO: 476698. ERIC National Clearinghouse. Columbus, OH.

Hollenbeck, James. AThe New Portable Technology Wave; Using the Microcomputer-Based-Computer in the Curriculum@ The Indiana Mathematics Teacher. Volume 18/No. 2, Fall/Winter 2003.

Jamski, William D. Selected Menu Problems. Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School, Volume 8, Number 9 (May 2003), pp. 480, 481, 490.


Otu, Emmanuel and R. Chiarizia. Temperature effect on the extraction of Am(III), U(IV) and Sr(II) by dialkyl-substituted diphosphonic acids. *Separation Science and Technology* 2003, 38 (12, 13) 2619.


Schansberg, Eric. AAAlaskan Banana Farming and Other Economic Wrongs@, *Indiana Policy Review*, Summer/Fall 2003, p. 5-17.


Tipgos, Manny. AFood Industry Showing Corporate Social Responsibility.@ *Business First*, September 26, 2003, p. 54.


Wert, Joe. A Campaigns in Indiana at the Turn of the Twenty-First Century, in *Journal of the Indiana Academy of Social Sciences*, Vol. 6, 2002. (This journal was published in 2003.)


**BOOKS**


Wert, Joe. *A Study of Bill Clinton=s Presidential Approval Ratings.* Published in 2003 by the Edwin Mellen Press.


***MEDIA MATERIALS***


Jamski, William D. Selected Problems. [Www.nctm.org/middle/asolutions.asp](http://www.nctm.org/middle/asolutions.asp), the NCTM Middle School Weekly Problem website, utilized previously published Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School Menu Problems: AFinding the Smallest Number of Cards@ (11/99), AReflected Numerals@ (12/00), AFiguring Yardage@ (5/03), AA Racing Question@ (5/03), AA >Sure= Two Points@ (1/03), and AThe 2030 Congress@ (1/03).

***OTHER***


***PAPERS PRESENTED***

Abshire, Jean. AThe European Union and Ethnic Conflict Management: Lessons from South Tyrol, Italy@, at the Annual Meeting of the Indiana Academy of the Social Sciences, Fort Wayne, IN, October 17, 2003.


Ash, Bob and Pannirselvam, Gertrude. Inventory Reduction: Application of Single Firm Principles to the Supply Chain. Presented at the 34th Annual Meeting of the Decision Sciences


Badia, Mindy. *A Dis/Figuring Discourse: Ruiz de Alarcon on the Contemporary Stage*. Presented at the Kentucky Foreign Language Conference at the University of Kentucky, April 2003.


Bailey, Kevin Sue. October 10, 2003, Indiana University Southeast Writing Project, State Presentation at Indiana Teachers of Writing Conference, Indianapolis.


Bates, Jared. Comments on N. Hansen=s AGareth Evans vs. Walker Evans: Photography and thought, @ Indiana Philosophical Association Meeting, Muncie, IN, November 2003.

Bjornson, Chris. *AIs the Built-In-Gains Tax Really Such a BIG Deal?* @ Presented at the Academy of Business Disciplines Conference, November 2003.

Bjornson, Chris, Barney, Doug & Taurman, Ken. *AWhat does the Government Tax?: The Obvious, the Obscure, and the Obtuse* @ Presented at the Academy of Business Disciplines Conference, November 2003.


Carducci, B.J. (2003, April). The intrapersonal, interpersonal and transpersonal nature of shyness: A personalistic perspective. Invited Colloquium sponsored by the Social/Personality Psychology Graduate Program at Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI.


Carducci, B.J. (2003, November). Don=t shy away from helping shy clients. Continuing Education Workshop presented at the Fall Conference of Indiana Psychological Association Conference, Indianapolis, IN.

Carducci, B.J. (2003, April). Everything you ever wanted to know about shyness but were too shy to ask. Invited presentation to the Psi Chi Chapter of Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI.


Christiansen, Linda and Wigley, Katy. Using Faculty Learning Communities and the Campus Teaching Learning Center to Ignite Service-Learning on Your Campus, 23rd Annual Lilly

Christiansen, Linda and Carlton, Rebecca. *Initiating an FLC on Your Campus, The International Conference on Faculty Learning Communities*, Pomona, California, June 2003.


Christiansen, Linda and Whitesell, Marilyn. *Integrating Graphic Design into Other Service-Learning Projects*, Indiana Campus Compact Student Service Learning Conference, Ball State University, April, 2003.


Christiansen, Linda and Bjornson, Chris. *Why Would You Want to Flunk or Drop a Class? BellTECH Conference 2003, Bellarmine University, June 2003.*


Crothers, Glenn. (With Tracy E. K=Meyer) A> I Was Black When it Suited Me; I Was White When it Suited Me= : Race Color and Identity in the Life Story Narrative of Marguerite Davis Stewart.@ Association for the Study of African American Life and History Annual Meeting, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, September 27, 2003.


Dey, Sukhen, Tecca, Martha, and Smith, Neil. AU sing the NHPCO National Data Set to Drive Agency Performance Improvement.@ 2003 National Hospice and Palliative Care 16th Management Leadership Conference - September 9, 2003, Phoenix, AZ.


Dey, Sukhen and Sangvi, Bharat. AContinuous quality measurement for IT helps desk services and application users.@ International Conference: Quality Assurance Institute - April 7-11, 2003 - Orlando, FL.


Edmonds, KE and Masden, T. AE ffects of Food Availability on Compensatory Testicular Hypertrophy (CTH) in the Marsh Rice Rat (Oryzomys palustris).@ Poster presented at the Indiana Academy of Science Annual Meeting at Anderson University, Anderson, IN (10/17/03).

Faulk, Dagney. AThe Process and Practice Downtowns Revitalization.@ presented at the Southern Regional Science Association, April 11, 2003, Louisville, KY.

Fields, T.H. & Hines, P.L. AInfusing the ASCA national model into counselor education.@ North Central Association for Counselor Education and Supervision.

Fields, T.H. & Hines, P.L. AU sing rubrics to improve performance in school counselor education.@ North Central Association for Counselor Education and Supervision, Cincinnati,


Forinash, K. & Wisman, R. ABuilding real laboratories on the Internet, peer reviewed talk at the Sixth International Conference on Computer Based Learning in Science, July 5-10, 2003, Nicosia, Cyprus.

Free, Kathleen. St. Catharine College/Division of Nursing and School of Allied Health, Springfield, KY, Title of Presentation: Beyond Knowledge: Test Questions with A Critical Thinking Focus.


Gugin, Linda. Speech comparing Justices Sherman Minton and Louis Brandeis to the Brandeis

Gugin, Linda. Speech about Fred Vinson to the Big Sandy Historical Society Annual Meeting, Nov. 8, 2003, Louisa, KY.


Henry, G. & Davis, C.M. Using Behavior Management Programs to Promote Increased Levels of Physical Activity. Mid-America Undergraduate Psychology Research Conference, Thomas More College, Crestview Hills, KY.

Henry, G. & Dahlgren, D.J. Enhancing the Writing of Undergraduate Psychology Students. Midwestern Psychological Association, Chicago, IL.


Henry, G. & Burnside, M. A Behavioral Approach to Weight Loss and Health Improvement. Mid-America Undergraduate Psychology Research Conference, Thomas More College, Crestview Hills, KY.

Herdoiza-Esteves, Magdalena. A Preparing Future Teachers to Meet the Educational Needs of Diverse Students Through Immersion and Research@. Presented with Gloria Murray and Andrea Gutierrez (student) at the 2003 Association of Teacher Educators (ATE-I) - Indiana Unit, Indiana Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (IACTE). (October 2003).


Herdoiza-Estevez, Magdalena. AInternational and diversity education: preparing future teachers to meet the educational needs of diverse students, through immersion and research@, Hawaii International Conference on Education, January 2003.


McKay, M.  March 2003.  *Caring for the Caregiver* - University Hospital Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner Workshop.

McKay, M.  April 2003.  So. Indiana Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner/Sexual Assault Response Team Seminar - Presented: *Drug Facilitated Sexual Assault*.

McKay, M.  September 2003.  SANE/SART Mock Trial, Justice Department - Harrison County, IN.


Nunnelley, J.C. (2003).  *Becoming A Leader.* Kentucky Association for Early Childhood Education Annual Conference. Owensboro, KY.
Pinkston, Gary. *PDA=s As PAD=s (Point of Assessment Devices)*, Tutorial workshop 
Association for the Advancement of Computing in Education (AACE) Society for Information 

Rajah, TT, Tong, GM, and Pento, JT. EGF effects on breast cancer cell migration and invasion. 

Reid, J. Obstetrical Complications for the Perinatal Nurse, nursing staff development, Kentucky 
Correctional Institute for Women.

Reid, J. Preterm Labor Prevention, nursing staff development, Kentucky Correctional Institute 
for Women.

Reid, J. Nutrition for Persons with Post-Polio Syndrome, Post-Polio Survivors Support Group of 
Kentuckiana, Southern Indiana Rehabilitation Center.

Reid, J. Perinatal Impact of Tobacco, Alcohol and Drugs, nursing staff development, Kentucky 
Correctional Institute for Women.

Ridout, Susan R. AUsing Technology for Around the Clock Writing Conferences.@ Indiana 
State Reading Conference, Indianapolis, Indiana, March 2003.

Central Regional Conference in Indianapolis, IN.

Ryan, Walter F. Beginning Mathematics Lessons with Motivating Moments, October 2003 at the 
Indiana Council of Teachers of Mathematics Conference in Indianapolis, IN.

Shea, C. & Jackson, K. Proof in the Pudding: Candidates Readiness to Document Evidence of 
Effect. Presentation at 56th Annual ATE01/IATE Teacher Education Conference, October 20, 
2003, Nashville, IN.

Shen, Yu. October 10-12, MCAA (Midwest Conference on Asian Studies), Illinois State 
University, Normal, IL. Topic: AMilton Miles=s Trip to Southeast China, May-July 1992.@

Shen, Yu. October 17. IASS, Fort Wayne, IN. Topic: AMaking of China=s Policy on 
International Adoption.@

Smead, Rosemarie. **Enhancing Your Group with Children and Adolescents Through the Use 
of Props.** Half-day workshop presented at the Indiana Counseling Association Annual 

Thackeray, Frank. *AFarce or Tragedy: The Constitution of the Polish Congress Kingdom.@ 
Presented at the 35th National Convention of the American Association for the Advancement of 

Tipgos, Manny.  *ACorporate Social Responsibility and Our Overweight Xrisis,* @ 7th Annual Meeting of the Minds Conference, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY, September 5-6, 2003.


**PERFORMANCES & CREATIVE WORKS**

Brengle, Linda.  Directed *All in the Timing* by David Ives (March 6, 7, 8, 14, 15, 16).

Clem, Debra.  *New Members Exhibition.* PYRO Gallery, Louisville, Kentucky.

Clem, Debra.  *8-Hour Drawings, VI,* (invitational), Bowman and Penelec Galleries, Allegheny College, Meadville, Pennsylvania.


Clem, Debra.  *Food, Glorious Food,* (invitational), Louisville Visual Arts Association, Louisville, Kentucky.

Clem, Debra.  *Small Works Exhibition.* (Gallery members), PYRO Gallery, Louisville, Kentucky.


Guenther, John R. Contemporary Ceramic Invitational: Mid-United States Group Exhibition 2003, Heuser Art Center Gallery, Bradley University, Peoria, IL, September-October, 2003.


Jones, Brian. Print Exchanges. Max L. Gatov Gallery, California State University, Long Beach, CA (through Feb. 2004).

Jones, Brian. September 11 Memorial Portfolio, Christus Shumpert Hospital, Shreveport, LA (Mar 2-Apr 24, 2003).

Jones, Brian. September 11 Memorial Portfolio, Thomasville Medical Center, Thomasville, NC (May 5-June 4, 2003).


Pickett, Todd. Spring 2003 production at IUS, *All in the Timing*, served as Scenic and Lighting Designer and Technical Director.

Whitesell, Marilyn. 2003 Pyro Gallery, new member show, Louisville, KY.

Whitesell, Marilyn. Frogman=s Press, Frogman=s Faculty Exhibit, University of South Dakota, Vermillion, SD.

Whitesell, Marilyn. Images, St. Francis School Art Auction and Exhibit, Louisville, KY.

Whitesell, Marilyn. It=s All Relative, Carnegie Center for Art and History, New Albany, IN.

Whitesell, Marilyn. 2003 Pyro Gallery, small works show, Louisville, KY.

**PROCEEDINGS, PAPERS, & PUBLISHED ABSTRACTS**

Dey, Sukhen and Welsh, John. User satisfaction & expectation measurement within IT settings: In search of key drivers. *2003 International Conference Information and Knowledge Management, Oxford University, UK 18-19 September 2003*.


Herdoiza-Estevez, Magdalena. *International and diversity education: preparing future teachers to meet the educational needs of diverse students, through immersion and research*, Proceedings of the January 2003 Hawaii International Conference on Education.


**REVIEWS**


Baker, Crump W. Review of the paper AOn theta-continuity and strong theta continuity by M. Salah for *Mathematical Reviews*.


Forinash, Kyle. Review of manuscript 16397, >Square-wave excitation of a linear oscillator= by Eugene I. Butikov for *American Journal of Physics*.


Lang, W. Christopher. Refereed manuscript number IJMMS/30704 for the International Journal of Mathematics and Mathematical Sciences (Summer 2003).


Wall, Guy O. Manuscript Review: How to connect parents to reading and writing. Proposal and five chapters developed for Christopher-Gordon Publishers, Inc.